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INTRODUCTION

One facet of cancer chemotherapeutic regimen design
largely overlooked until recently concerns effects of agents
on cell cycle progression. Knowledge of this parameter
could be extremely useful, especially when drugs with
cycle-specific toxic properties are administered on an inter
mittent schedule or in combination with other chemothera
peutic agents. That is, to maximize tumor cell-kill capacity,
drugs should be administered under conditions where the
target population is maximally sensitive (i.e., cells located in
the most sensitive phase of the cell cycle).

An ideal model system for examination of effects of
agents on cycle progression would be one in which meaning
ful data could be rapidly and inexpensively generated, with
the overriding consideration that the information obtained
reflect tumor cell response in vivo. We have developed a
model system at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in
which, through manipulation of a component in the nutrient
medium, we can cause cultured cell populations to alternate
reversibly between cycling and noncycling states. Cultured
Chinese hamster cells deprived of adequate amounts of
isoleucine reversibly arrest in the pre-DNA-synthetic (G1)
phase of the cell cycle. These arrested cells remain viable
and capable of synthesizing large numbers of mac
romolecules for prolonged periods without entering a state
of gross biochemical imbalance. Upon restoration of isoleu
cine, the number of cells returning to the cycling state is
directly dependent upon the amount of isoleucine added
back to the culture, thus allowing preparation of popula
tions with different ratios of cycling to noncycling cells (9,
22, 25). The essential consideration remains the relevance of
data obtained in this system as a general predictive guide to
response of susceptible tumor cells in man.

In this initial report we have examined in our cultured cell
model system the effects of 3 clinically useful nitrosourea
derivatives, BCNU,2 CCNU, and Me-CCNU (5, 8, 11, 13,
16â€”20, 28), on cell cycle progression. These drugs are of
particular interest because data obtained in vivo are availa
ble for comparison. Our analytical system involves mea

SUMMARY

Three nitrosourea analogs, 1,3-bis(2-chlonoethyl)- I-
nitrosourea, l-(2-chloroethyl)-3-cyclohexyl- l-nitrosourea,
and l-zrans-(2-chloroethyl)-3-(4-methylcyclohexyl)- 1-nitro
sourea, were examined for effects on survival and cell
cycle traverse capacity in exponentially growing (cycling)
populations of line CHO Chinese hamster cells and in
cultures arrested in G1 by isoleucine deprivation during
treatment with drugs, then returned to the cycling mode by
restoration of isoleucine (noncycling cells). Among parame
tens studied were survival, cell division, DNA initiation
capacities, cell cycle distributions, and rates of cell cycle
traverse in drug-treated cycling and noncycling cells utiliz
ing a protocol combining autoradiography, cell number
enumeration, and flow microfluorometry. The results ob
tamed were in generally good agreement with results
obtained in vivo in other studies and included the following.
Cells teated with any of these agents accumulated preferen
tially in late S and G2, primarily the result of a gross
increase in duration of these phases of the cell cycle. There
was also a prolongation of doubling time during the early
stages following drug treatment and return to the proliferat
ing mode of cells which ultimately survived. All three drugs
induced mitotic nondisjunction in cells capable of dividing
and also induced polyploidy by allowing multiple rounds of
progression through the cell cycle in the absence of an
intervening cell division. In treated populations, the G2-
arrested and polyploid cells were among the first cells to die.
Treated, noncycling cells that were returned to cycle exhib
ited a lower survival capacity than did treated, cycling cells.
Finally, l-(2-chloroethyl-3-cyclohexyl)- 1-nitrosounea and 1-
trans(2-chloroethyl)-3-(4-methylcyclohexyl)-l-nitrosourea
induced a dramatic alteration in clonal morphology and
growth patterns in surviving cells that persisted for at least a
week after drug removal. The results obtained suggest that
our model system may be useful as a predictive guide for
determining response of susceptible tumor cells to treat
ment with chemotherapeutic agents.
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50 or more cells. Plating efficiencies varied between so and
90%. Each drug dilution was examined in triplicate, and all
results were expressed as a percentage of a drug-free control
culture.

In experiments involving autoradiography and DNA
content determination by FMF (23), suspension cultures of
either asynchronous (cycling) cells or synchronous, G1-
arrested cells prepared by maintenance in isoleucine-defi
cient medium (noncycling cells) were treated with appropni
ate concentrations of drugs for 2-hr periods, after which the
cells were spun down and resuspended in fresh complete
drug-free medium, once again in suspension culture. The
cell number was determined immediately after resuspension
in drug-free medium (t = 0 value), and 2 duplicate cultures
were set up for each drug dilution. One culture received
[3H]thymidine to a final concentration of0.05 zCi/ml. The
label was maintained in the culture throughout the entire 30
hr of the experiment, after which the fraction of labeled cells
(i.e., the fraction of cells capable of at least initiating DNA
replication during the course of the experiment) was deter
mined by autoradiography. The cell number was also
determined at 30 hr to allow estimation of the fraction of
cells dividing during the test period. An aliquot of cells was
fixed and stained for determination of population DNA
content distribution at 30 hr via FMF analysis. Also at 30
hr. to supplement FMF data, an aliquot of cells was pulse
labeled for 15 mm with 2 zCi [3H]thymidine per ml, and the
labeled fraction was scored autoradiographically to deter
mine the fraction of cells in S phase at the time of sampling
for FMF analysis.

Dispersal, fixation, and staining of cells with a modified
Feulgen procedure which used the fluorescent dye acnifla
vine for FMF analysis were accomplished as described in
detail elsewhere (6, 24). In certain experiments requiring a
more gentle preparation, the cells were resuspended in 25%
aqueous ethanol containing 15 m@i MgC13 and 100 zg of
mithramycin per ml, as described previously (7). Cell DNA
content measurements were determined with the Los Ala
mos flow microfluorometer (12, 14), utilizing a laser
wavelength setting of 488 nm for cells stained with acnifla
vine and a setting of 457 nm for mithramycin-treated cells
(7). Autoradiographs were prepared and scored as described
previously (25). Cell number enumeration was accom
pushed with an electronic cell counter.

The agents BCNU (NSC 409962), CCNU (NSC 79037),
and Me-CCNU (NSC 95441) all were obtained through
Drug Research and Development, Division of Cancer
Treatment, National Cancer Institute. Drug solutions
were prepared immediately prior to use by dissolving them
in 95% ethanol, followed by dilution in serum-free medium.
Under no conditions were cells exposed to ethanol concen
trations in excess of 1% [methyl-3HjThymidine (6 Cu
mmole) was purchased from Schwarz/Mann, Orangeburg,
N.Y.

RESULTS

An essential parameter in any consideration of experi
mental chemotherapeutic regimens is the survival capability

surement of survival, DNA initiation and cell division
capacities, and cell cycle traverse capacity for populations
comprised of (a) cycling cells and (b) noncycling cells
permitted to reenter the cell cycle following drug treatment,
with special emphasis on complete cell accountability. The
results suggest that our model system provides results
comparable to those obtained previously in vivo but in far
greater detail than heretofore possible. Our intentions in
these studies include ultimately the establishment of general
guidelines for the classification of drugs into specific
categories based upon cellular response.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chinese hamster cells (line CHO, obtained originally
from Dr. T. T. Puck) were maintained free of contamina
tion with Mycop!asma in F-lO medium supplemented with
10% calf and 5% fetal calf sera, penicillin, and streptomycin.
For survival experiments in cycling cell populations, cells
were removed from an asynchronous suspension culture,
counted, and diluted with fresh complete F-b medium
containing 3 x l0@ M CaC12, and aliquots of known
numbers of cells were added to 60-mm tissue culture plates
in a total of 4 ml of medium. After I .5 hr in a CO2 incuba
ton, during which the cells attached to and spread out on the
plates, an aliquot of 1 ml of drug diluted in serum-free
medium was added to each plate (total volume in overlay
medium of 5 ml). Following 2 hr of exposure, the drug-con
taming medium was removed, and 10 ml of fresh medium
were added back to each plate. Plates were further incu
bated for 7 days prior to determination of the surviving
fraction of cells.

For survival experiments in @oncyclingpopulations, cells
from an asynchronous spinner flask were transferred to
isoleucine-deficient F-b medium containing twice the usual
glutamine concentration, supplemented with dialyzed sena,
and the cells were allowed to accumulate in G1 arrest for 36
hr in suspension culture, as described previously (9, 22, 26).
Part of the culture was centrifuged, and this â€œconditionedâ€•
isoleucine-deficient medium was saved and supplemented
with CaC12 to 3 x l0@ M. The arrested cells were then
counted and diluted with the conditioned isoleucine-defi
cient medium, and known numbers of cells were added to
60-mm plates in a total volume of 4 ml of medium. A l-ml
aliquot of drug deluted in serum-free isoleucine-deficient
medium was added to each plate 1.5 hr later. After a 2-hr
exposure period, the drug-containing medium was removed,
and 10 ml of fresh complete medium containing twice the
normal concentration of isoleucine were added back, allow
ing cells to return to the cycling state. Sufficient isoleucine
was provided to allow the entire population to resume cycle
traverse. The plates were then incubated for 7 days, at which
time the surviving fraction was determined. Colony counts
in all experiments were determined in the following manner.
Plates were first washed with 0.9% NaCI solution, then fixed
for 5 mm with methanol:acetic acid (3: 1), followed by
staining with 2% crystal violet in methanol. After excess
stain was washed away, colonies were counted. A cell was
considered to be a survivor if the resultant colony contained
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Chart 3. Effect of CCNU on cell division capacity and DNA initiation
capacity in suspension cultures of cycling or noncycling CHO cells. De
tails are as in Chart 2.

DNA synthesis, although cell division capacity at the higher
drug concentrations was drastically reduced. These data
suggest a preferential accumulation of cells in mid to late
interphase.

Within the cycling populations, the dividing and surviving
fractions were approximately equal for low drug concentra
tions, suggesting that the cells capable ofdividing during the
30-hr period also survived. At higher drug concentrations in
cycling populations, however, the dividing fraction dropped
more slowly than the surviving fraction, suggesting that
some cells divided a limited number of times following drug
administration without giving rise to sconable colonies (i.e.,
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of noncycling as well as cycling populations in response to
treatment with test agents. Consequently, utilizing our
model system, asynchronous populations with cells distrib
uted exponentially throughout the cell cycle (i.e., cycling
populations) were treated with different concentrations of
either BCNU, CCNU, or Me-CCNU for 2-hr periods. The
cells were then plated in drug-free medium, and the fraction
of cells capable of colony formation was determined after 7

days. In addition, populations of G1-arrested cells main
tamed in isoleucine-deficient medium (i.e., noncycling cells)
(9, 22, 26) were treated for 2 hr periods with various concen
trations of the nitrosourea analogs. The surviving fraction
was then determined by scoring colony formation after
plating cells for 7 days in drug-free medium containing
isoleucine, thereby allowing cells to reenter the proliferative
cycle. The results of these experiments (Chart I) indicate
that, for all 3 agents tested, the noncycling cells were more
sensitive to the effects of these compounds than were the
cycling cells, the greatest differences being observed in
populations treated with CCNU or Me-CCNU.

To understand better the progression capacity of cell
populations following drug treatment, suspension cultures
of cycling or noncycling cells were treated for 2-hr periods
with different concentrations of the test agents. The cells
were then counted and resuspended in drug-free medium
containing low levels of [3H]thymidine. After 30 hr (approx
imately 2 population-doubling times for exponentially
growing cultures), the number of labeled cells was scored by
autoradiognaphy to ascertain the fraction of the population
capable of at least initiating DNA synthesis during the test
period. Also at 30 hr. the cell number was obtained, along
with the cell-cycle distributions, determined by FMF analy
sis. The 30-hr test period was arbitrarily selected, since the

interval was technically convenient and preliminary expeni
ments (not shown) had indicated that the population
redistnibutions resulting from drug treatment were essen
tially complete within 30 hr. The results obtained for
populations treated with BCNU, CCNU, or Me-CCNU are
shown in Charts 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The nitrosourea
analogs were largely ineffective in preventing initiation of
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Chart I. Effects of BCNU, CCNU, and Me-CCNU on survival of
cycling CHO cells (0) and on noncycling cells (â€¢)returned to cycle fol
lowing drug removal. Cells were exposed to drug for 2 hr. after which
fresh drug-free medium was added back, and the plates were incubated
for 7 days prior to scoring surviving colonies. Details are provided in
â€œMaterials and Methods.â€•

BCNU Concentration (,ug/ml)

Chart 2. Effect of BCNU on cell division capacity (0) and DNA mi
tiation capacity (â€¢)in suspension cultures of either cycling cells (A ) or
initially noncycling cells (B). Cells were treated with drug for 2 hr prior
to incubation in drug-free medium for 30 hr. - - - -, percentage of surviv
ing cells under these conditions. Cell division capacity represents fraction
of cells dividing (relative to a drug-free control) during the 30-hr period
following exposure to drug, while DNA initiation capacity represents the
fraction of cells incorporating (3Hjthymidine into DNA (0.05 MCi/mI)
scored autoradiographically (relative to the control) during this period.

@â€˜@%\CCNU@NU
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%ofcellsinDrug
concentration % initiating%(pg/mI)

G1 S G2 M DNA synthesisdividingCycling

cellsControl(3Ohr)
50 40 8 2 991702
50 36 13 1 981294
35 42 19 4 97826
37 30 32 1 94338
21 38 38 3 932010
18 39 41 2 91915
10 30 59 I 76<1Noncycling

cellsControl(t=0)
91 <1 72Control(3Ohr)
46 40 12 2 94742
47 32 17 4 94464

. 35 35 28 2 92256
28 50 19 3 9068
16 56 27 1 87<110
14 65 21 0 80<1is
25 63 12 0 78<1Table

2Efftct
of CCNU on CHO cell cycle progressioncapacityDetails

are as in Table1.%

ofcellsinDrug
concentration % initiating%(jog/mI)

G1 S G2 M DNA synthesisdividingCycling

cellsControl(3Ohr)
55 41 3 1 981704
48 40 10 2 751196
36 39 23 2 791108
29 44 24 3 807312
21 41 36 2 816118
18 38 43 1 805030
10 33 55 2 7431Noncycling

cellsControl(t
= 0) 93 1 51Control(3Ohr)

48 38 12 2 98914
45 29 23 3 97526
25 34 37 4 96238
12 33 52 3 97312
5 35 58 2 95318
5 52 43 0 96130
4 44 52 0 97 <1

Efftcts of Nitrosoureas on Cell Cycle Traverse

30 hr is essentially that of an exponential culture, in
agreement with previous studies (22). Because cells in the
isoleucine-limiting cultures are accumulated in early G1,
maximally distant from mitosis, upon return to cycle these
cultures do not commence dividing for 12 to I3 hr. and there
is only sufficient time for slightly more than I parasynchro
nous division wave during the 30-hr test period (22).

Note also the cell number increase observed in control
cultures during the 30-hr period subsequent to drug re

Table I
Effect of BCNU on CHO cell cycle progression capacity

Cultures of cycling or noncyling cells were exposed for 2-hr periods to
different concentrations of BCNU, then were resuspended in complete
drug-free medium and incubated for 30 hr. The cell number increase and
percentage of cells incorporating [â€˜H]thymidmne into DNA (scored auto
radiographically) were determined along with cell cycle distributions by
standard FMF analysis by the acriflavine-Feulgen procedure.

I or

Chart 4. Effect of Me-CCNU on cell division capacity and DNA initia
tion capacity in suspension cultures of cycling or noncycling CHO cells.
Details are as in Chart 2.

of 50 or more cells). Supporting evidence for this conclusion
was provided by the observation of â€œminicoloniesâ€•of cells
containing 8 or fewer cells on plates obtained from cultures
treated with high drug concentrations. In contrast, in
cultures treated while in a noncycling mode, the dividing
and surviving fractions were approximately equal through
out the range of drug concentrations used. In fact, the
fraction dividing decreased more rapidly than the surviving
fraction in cultures treated with BCNU or CCNU, suggest
ing that a few cells that were unable to divide during the
30-hr test period subsequently began dividing and ultimately
acquired a sufficiently fast growth rate to produce colonies
of 50 or more cells within 7 days after drug treatment. That
is, although these cells were destined to survive, they did not
divide during the Ist 30 hr after drug treatment, suggesting a
grossly decreased rate of progression in the early stages
after drug treatment and subsequent return to the cycling
state.

FMF analysis determines the phase of the cell cycle in
which a cell resides, on the basis of the cellular DNA
content (i.e., a G2 cell has twice the DNA content of a
cell, etc.). Therefore, FMF analysis is ideally suited for
studies of drug effects of cycle progression. That is,
population cell cycle distributions may be readily obtained
in cultures devoid of DNA synthesizing or mitotic cells or in
cultures comprised of slowly or nonprogressing cells. These
conditions, although frequently encountered in populations
treated with therapeutic agents, are extremely difficult or
impossible to determine by means of standard cell cycle
analytical techniques.

FMF analyses of the cell cycle distributions obtained
from both cycling and noncycling populations at t = 0 and
at 30 hr after exposure to BCNU, CCNU, and Me-CCNU
are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Also shown
are the fractions of cells capable of initiating DNA synthesis
during the test period and the fraction of cells that divided
during the duration of the test. Note first the dramatic
change in cell cycle distribution in the drug-free control
cultures at the start and at the conclusion ofthe experiments
utilizing G1-arrested cells returned to a cycling state by the
addition of isoleucine. Because of the naturally occurring
rapid loss of synchronization, the distribution of cells after

16 @O @4 @t3 I) 4 8

Me-CCNUConcentration (@g/ml)
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Drug concentration
(jog/mI)G1%

ofc

Sells

in

G3M%
initiating

DNA synthesis%dividingCycling

cellsControl(3Ohr)4639132981724453615497125839352249967122043353984616185129299362496624196193096327192<1Noncycling

cellsControl(t=0)93<170Control(3Ohr)414215297894483317295308253833493151275538093<11654748094<12444947096<13044155097<I
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Table 3

Efftct of Me-CCNU on CHO cell cycle progression capacity
Details are as in Table I.

the G1 and G2 + M peaks are cells in S phase which have
replicated variable amounts of DNA during progression
through the DNA replication phase of the cell cycle; DNA
synthesizing cells located near the 4C DNA peak have rep
licated nearly a full complement of DNA and, therefore,
are in late S phase, while cells close to the 2C DNA peak
are in early S.

Examination of the drug-treated culture in Chart SB
reveals a gross redistribution of cells within the cell cycle.
(The actual population distributions for the cultures in
Chart 5 are contained in Table 2.) Whereas the bulk of cells
in the starting population resided in G1 after drug treatment
and subsequent incubation, most of the cells were located in
late interphase. Cells with a 4C DNA content (G2 and M
cells) predominated, and there was a significant â€œskewingâ€•
on the left-hand side of the 4C DNA peak, representing a
large fraction of cells in late S phase. Furthermore, there
was a pronounced broadening of the base of the G1 peak in
the drug-treated culture in Chart SB. This broadening
reflects nondisjunctive errors occurring during mitosis and
cell division, resulting in an unequal partitioning of DNA
between daughter cells. Determination of induced nondis
junctive errors utilizing FMF analysis is documented else
where (14). The observation of mitotic nondisjuction sug
gests that many of the cells that divided in the presence of
CCNU had abnormal chromosome complements.

Finally, there was a small but reproducible cell fraction in
CCNU-treated populations with DNA contents in excess of
4C (Chart SB) which was never observed in the control
cultures. As will be shown below, the number of cells with
greater than 4C DNA content continued to increase as the
incubation period following drug treatment was increased.
These cells arose through a drug-induced completion of
karyokinesis and subsequent progression through another
round of DNA replication without an intervening cell
division. That is, the drug allowed cells to complete
karyokinesis but inhibited cytokinesis. Essentially similar

Chart 5. FMF-derived DNA distributions for suspension cultures of
CHO cells in an exponentially growing culture (A) and in an exponentially
growing culture treated for 2 hr with 18 @gof CCNU per ml, then incu
bated for 30 hr in drug-free medium (B). Cells were dispersed, fixed, and
stained by our standard acriflavine-Feulgen procedure (6, 24).

moval. The dividing fraction for the cycling cell population
represents less than 2 culture doublings (expected, since an
exponentially growing culture-doubling time of approxi
mately 16.5 hr was routinely observed); thus, even in the
control culture, most cells divided 2 or less times during the
30-hr posttreatment period. Similarly, few cells from the
control culture released from G1 arrest and incubated 30 hr
divided more than once. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that
the increase in cell number observed after drug treatment
represents a small subpopulation dividing repeatedly but,
rather, represents a large fraction dividing once (or possibly
twice in cycling populations). Further indication that re
peated divisions are not occurring in drug-treated cultures
arises from the observation of a drug-induced reduction in
rate of cell cycle traverse, to be described below (Chart 7).

Examination of the data in Tables I to 3 reveals that all 3
test agents caused a preferential accumulation of cells in late
interphase. In general, in both CCNU- and Me-CCNU
treated cultures, the bulk ofcells accumulated preferentially
in G3, although cycling cultures exposed to Me-CCNU
accumulated predominantly in S phase. BCNU induced a
large proportion of the population that was not cycling
during treatment to accumulate in 5, while most ofthe cells
from cycling cultures ended up in G2. All 3 agents tended to
deplete the quantity ofcells in the G1 phase ofthe cell cycle.

Additional information can be derived from direct exami
nation ofthe DNA distribution patterns generated by FMF
analysis. For example, in Chart 5 are DNA distribution
patterns from an asynchronous (cycling) control culture
(Chart 5A) and for the same population following a 2-hr
treatment with 18 @gCCNU per ml and subsequent
incubation in drug-free medium for 30 hr (Chart SB). In
examining the control culture in Chart 5A, the larger peak
(scale value of 21.5) represents cells with a 2C (G1) DNA
content, while the peak at scale value 43 represents cells in
G2 and M with a 4C DNA content. In the interval between

2C

RelativeDNA Content
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Effects of Nitrosoureas on Cell Cycle Traverse

results were also observed in cultures treated with either
BCNU or Me-CCNU. These results suggest that the test
agents, in addition to causing an accumulation of cells
preferentially in late interphase, also interfere with mitosis,
producing nondisjunction in dividing cells and inhibiting
cytokin@sis in other cells, leading to the production of
polyploid cells.

A difficult parameter to assessin drug-treated cultures is
the phase (or phases) in the cell cycle in which cells are
dying. Again, FMF analysis can provide information con
cerning this problem utilizing a recently developed tech
nique for staining cells. Standard FMF analysis involves
treatment of cells with EDTA, trypsin, and acid hydrolysis
in our normal dispersal, fixation, and staining protocol (6,

24). These agents tend to destroy damaged cells, selectively
removing them from the population. A gentle staining
procedure is required that will allow analysis of DNA
content of damaged as well as intact cells. This is accom
plished by suspending cells in aqueous ethanol in the
presence of MgCl2, coupled with staining with mi
thramycin (7). This procedure is extremely rapid (results
obtained within 20 mm after removal of a sample from the
culture vessel) and yields results comparable to those
obtained by standard fixation-staining protocols. Since the
mithramycin procedure eliminates the manipulations in the
standard staining protocol that destroy damaged cells, cells
can be stained by both methods, and an attempt to detect
differences due to destruction of damaged cells occurring

during the fluorescent Feulgen procedure can be made. In
Chart 6 are results from cycling cultures treated for 2 hr
with either BCNU, CCNU, or Me-CCNU, then incubated
in drug-free medium for an additional 4 days prior to FMF
analysis. These concentrations of drug yielded I % survival
values, and the fraction of nonintact, trypan blue-permeable
cells at the time of FMF analysis was approximately 0.5 for
all cultures. In each aliquot, approximately 200,000 cells
were examined. The results are best visualized by considera
tion of the relative ratios of 2C, 4C, and 8C DNA-contain
ing cells in cultures stained by the 2 procedures. Note in
particular that with all 3 agents, the polyploid and 4C
(G2 + M) DNA-containing cells were reduced proportion
ately to the greatest extent in the cultures exposed to
EDTA, trypsin, and acid hydrolysis. This result suggests
that the polyploid and G2-accumulated cells are the most
sensitive to disruption and, therefore, are among the 1st
cells to die in treated populations.

One final observation may be made from the data in
Chart 6. Note that, although the fraction of drug-treated
cells with a polyploid DNA content had increased, the bulk
of the intact population was still located in late interphase,
indicating little further change in population distribution
between 30 and 96 hr. This observation confirms our
assertion that reliable population redistributions resulting
from drug treatment are largely complete within 30 hr.

To obtain information on the rate of progression of cells
through the cell cycle in response to treatment with the
nitrosourea derivatives, a culture of isoleucine-deficient
G1-arrested cells was spun down and resuspended in 2
aliquots in fresh complete isoleucine-containing medium to
allow return to the cycling state. One of the aliquots

C-)

0

E
2

Relative DNA Content

Chart 6. Detection of DNA distributions in populations of intact cells
and in populations of intact plus fragile cells in cultures treated with
BCNU, CCNU, or Me-CCNU. Exponentially growing suspension cul
tures of CHO cells were treated for 2 hr with either 10 @gBCNU per ml,
20 pg CCNU per ml. or 18 @gMe-CCNU per ml: then the cells were re
suspended in drug-free complete medium. After 4 days, FMF analysis
was performed utilizing the standard acriflavine-Feulgen procedure (6,
24) to yield the intact cell DNA population distribution (0) or the mithra
mycin protocol (7) to yield the DNA distribution pattern for intact plus
fragile cell populations (â€¢).Details are in the text. Approximately 200,000
cells were examined in each preparation.

received Me-CCNU to a concentration of 10 @ig/ml. At
intervals thereafter, aliquots were removed for detenmina
tion of the fraction of cells in each phase of the cell cycle by
FMF analysis. To facilitate analysis, the fractions ofcells in
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S and M were determined from autoradiographs prepared
from culture pulse labeled with [3H]thymidine for 15-mm
periods and collected simultaneously with aliquots for FMF
analysis. The results (Chart 7) reveal that Me-CCNU was
without effect upon traverse of G1 and initiation of DNA
synthesis (Chart 7A).3 However, once in S phase, the
drug-treated culture progressed much more slowly than the
control culture and required approximately 3.6 times as
long to complete S phase (Chart 7B). Later the fraction of
cells in the culture containing Me-CCNU entering G2
continued to increase until, by 32 hr, the bulk of the
population resided in G2 (Chart 7C). The small number of
cells dividing in the presence of Me-CCNU (Chart 7D)
exhibited mitotic nondisjunction. Essentially equivalent
results were obtained with CCNU. Somewhat similar re
sults were obtained with BCNU, with several differences.
The rate of progression through G1 was reduced following
treatment with BCNU, causing a delay in initiation of DNA
synthesis. Furthermore, cells treated with BCNU tended to
accumulate in late S as well as in G2, rather than
predominantly in G2.

Finally, both CCNU and Me-CCNU produced profound,
long-term changes in the morphology and growth patterns
of surviving cell populations, as indicated in the photo
graphs presented in Fig. I. Fig. 1A presents the typical
colony morphology of nondrug-treated control cells after 7
days growth. In Fig. 1, B and C, are results obtained in
plates initially containing 2 x l0@and 2 x l0@cells/plate
and treated with IS .tg of CCNU per ml for 2 hr prior to
drug removal and incubation for a 7-day period in drug-free
medium. All plates were set up from a common asynchro
nous cell suspension, and the cells in Fig. I, B and C
received aliquots from a common drug dilution, but note the
dramatic difference in clonal morphology. Whereas the
surviving cells from the plate initially containing 2 x l0@
cells produced colonies generally similar in appearance to
the control culture, the cells from colonies in plates initially
containing 2 x l0@cells exhibited the extended morphology
and â€œswirledâ€•growth pattern usually attributed to â€œnor
malâ€•diploid fibroblasts. It should be emphasized that these
are not short-term, transitory changes, since the colonies
developed in drug-free medium during the 7 days subse
quent to a 2-hr exposure to drug. The phenomenon was
highly reproducible with essentially all colonies in a given
plate exhibiting a common growth pattern and was observed
under conditions in which the only variable was the initial
concentration of cells/plate.

When cells were treated with high concentrations of
CCNU, it was impossible to asssess survival by colony
formation, since the plates became covered with giant cells
such as those shown in Fig. ID (same magnification as
in Fig. I, A to C). The formation of giant cells without

3 To obtain an estimate of the fraction of cells from the initial control

culture still in G1 at 16 hr (10% in Chart 7A), the fraction that had
traversed the cell cycle, divided, and reentered G1 at 16 hr (32% from the
data in Chart 7D) was subtracted from the total G1 fraction (42%) in the
control culture at t = 16hr. That is, the total G1 fraction at 16hr minus the
traversing fraction reentering G1 equals the fraction of initial population
that had not moved out of G1 during the 16-hr period (42 â€”32 = 10).

attendant colony formation explains our inability to mea
sure survival in cycling populations at high drug concentra
tions (Chart I). These giant cells presumably represent
polyploid cells that had undergone multiple rounds of DNA
replication (and concomitantly increased in protein content)
without an intervening cell division. Suffice it to say that the
morphology and growth patterns are extremely sensitive to
brief treatment with CCNU or Me-CCNU.

DISCUSSION

Among observations arising from our studies of effects of
BCNU, CCNU, or Me-CCNU on CHO cells are the
following: (a) accumulation ofcells in late S and G2 (Tables
1 to 3; Chart 5); (b) prolongation of S and G2 phases (Chant
7); (c) prolongation of doubling time for treated, noncycling
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Chart 7. Progression of synchronized CHO cells through the cell cycle
in the presence of Me-CCNU. Cells arrested in G1 by cultivation in iso
leucine-deficient medium for 36 hr were returned to the cycling state by
resuspension in fresh complete medium also containing 10 Mg of Me
CCNU per ml (â€¢);a drug-free culture served as a control (0). Samples
were removed at intervals for determination of the fraction of cells in each
phase of the cell cycle by means of combined FMF analysis and [â€˜H]thy
midine autoradiography. Cells were pulse-labeled with 2 MCi of [3H]thymi
dine per ml for 15-mm periods and collected at the time of collection of
samples for FMF analysis. Cell number determinations were performed
with an electronic cell counter. Divided fraction represents N/NO â€”I, so
that a true population doubling would appear as an increase from 0 to I .0
on the scale provided.
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design of a therapeutic treatment schedule. Obviously,
additional factors such as toxicity, duration ofdrug in active
form within the patient, etc., must also be considered in
design of chemotherapy regimens.

Because of the induced gross reduction in rate of progres
sion through S and G3, we would expect that the nitroso
urea derivatives might be used profitably in conjunction
with agents that are maximally toxic in cells in S and G2.
In view of the grossly extended duration of the S and G,
phases following treatment with the nitnosoureas, we would
expect maximum cell kill to be obtained by administration
of the 5- and G 2-specific cytotoxic agents only after a pro
longed interval (e.g., 24 to 30 hr) following primary treat
ment with the nitrosoureas; that is, partially synchronize
the tumor cell population in vivo with a nitrosourea, caus
ing cells to accumulate in S and G2 prior to treatment with
5- and G2-specific agents. [ In this regard, note that syn
chronization of cells has been obtained in vivo by appropni
ate treatment with drugs (2, 27).] Finally, subsequent, ad
ministration of a G1-cytotoxic agent such as ellipticine (4)
might grossly decrease the number of cells mobilized from
the noncycling tumor cell pool following treatment with a
nitrosourea analog. The decisive factor in flexibility of
chemotherapy regimen design obviously is the cumulative
toxicity arising from the use of multiple agents.

It is generally assumed that noncycling tumor cell
populations are more resistant to the effects of therapeutic
agents and that, therefore, these cells survive treatment and
ultimately return to the proliferating state, providing the
principal source for repopulating tumors. Therefore, it is
surprising that survival measurements that use cycling and
noncycling cells in cultured cell systems have indicated that
noncycling cells were more sensitive to treatment with
BCNU than were cycling cells (Ref. I ; our results). The
simplest explanation for these observations is that the
survival capacities measured in our in vitro system do not
accurately mimic responses of tumor cells in vivo but,
instead, reflect a biochemical peculiarity of our isoleucine
deprived G1-arrested cells. While it is impossible to exclude
this possibility, we would like to suggest an alternative
explanation for this apparent paradox. It is possible that
noncycling tumor cells in vivo are at least as sensitive as
cycling cells to treatment with therapeutic agents, but the
determining factor in survival could be the ratio of noncy
cling to cycling cells, coupled with the ability (or inability)
of therapeutic agents to reach the noncycling cells in solid
tumors. That is, rather than relative sensitivity differences,
noncycling cells survive and repopulate tumors due to nu
menical advantages over cycling populations or physical
inaccessibility of therapeutic agents to noncycling cells
within tumors (distance from blood vessels, hypoxia, etc.).
Alternatively, repopulation of tumors may result from joint
contributions of both cycling and noncycling cell popula
tions.

A paper by Hahn et al. (10) has recently suggested that
the reported greater sensitivity of noncycling cells to BCNU
as opposed to cycling cells, originally reported by Barranco
and Humphrey (I) was an artifact, largely arising from use
of serum-containing medium during the period of exposure

cultures destined to survive at early times following return
to the proliferating mode (Charts 2 and 3); (d) decreased
survival capacity of treated, nonproliferating cells returned
to cycle as compared to treated, cycling cells (Chart 1); (e)
induction of mitotic nondisjunction and polyploidy (Chants
5 and 6); and (J) alteration ofclonal morphology and growth
patterns in surviving, treated cells (Fig. 1).

How do our data compare with results from previous
studies? That is, do the cultured cells in our model system
respond to treatment with these nitrosourea derivatives in
comparable fashion to tumor cells in vivo? Earlier in vitro
(I,29)andinvivo(21,30,31)studiesprovidedevidencethat
the nitrosourea derivatives used in this study induced a
prolongation of the DNA synthetic phase and led to an
accumulation of cells in late interphase, in excellent agree
ment with our results, whereas classic alkylating agents
produced little S-phase extension (15, 20). From studies of
BALB/c x DBA F1 mice with L1210 leukemia, Young (30)
concluded that the generation time of the leukemic cells
regrowing after treatment with either CCNU or Me-CCNU
was prolonged, as we found in our system (Item c above).
Furthermore, in the in vitro model system of Barranco et al.
(3), BCNU was more effective in killing noncycling cells
than proliferating cultures, in agreement with our findings
in Chart I. We were unable to find evidence for previous

studies concerning the drug-induced appearance of nondis
junction and polyploidy. The detection of these 2 phenom
ena is greatly facilitated in our studies by utilization of FMF
analysis (14). Finally, the alteration in growth pattern of
cells surviving treatment with CCNU or Me-CCNU (Fig. I)
remains a laboratory curiosity. The alterations were long
term changes, still observable in cultures after growth for 7
days in drug-free medium. The biochemical significance of
the drug-induced, altered morphology is unknown. Perhaps
treatment with CCNU or Me-CCNU may be utilized as a
technique for isolation of CHO cells with stable, altered
growth patterns. However, we have not attempted to
determine whether or not the phenomenon is peculiar to our
cells grown under our culture conditions, nor have we
attempted to characterize the stability ofthis alteration over
multiple cell passages.

Our basic goal is to obtain a simple model system which
may be utilized as a predictive guide for the expected kinetic
response of susceptible (and only susceptible) tumor cells in
vivo. Nonresponding cells in vivo obviously will not behave

in the kinetic fashion described in our system. In at least this
I instance (i.e., response to treatment with these nitrosourea
derivatives), the results obtained in our system are in
generally good agreement with kinetic responses of suscepti
ble cells observed in vivo. Validation of our system as a
useful predictive model will require many additional com
parisons between in vitro and in vivo results, utilizing large
numbers of chemotherapeutic agents. With this caveat in
mind, we feel that several suggestions may be made
concerning the possible clinical use of BCNU, CCNU, and
Me-CCNU in the treatment of responsive tumors in vivo.
It is our intent that these recommendations be interpreted

with caution and constitute only general guideline sugges
tions, providing one input for the clinican to consider in the
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of cultured plateau-phase cells to drug. Hahn et al. (10)
recommended exposure of cells to alkylating agents in BSS;
under these conditions (i.e., in BSS), the survival curves for
noncycling and cycling cells were â€œquitesimilar,â€•according
to Hahn and associates. However, careful examination of
the data presented by Hahn et a!. (10) reveals that even in
BSS the plateau-phase cells were approximately 25-fold
more sensitive to the cytotoxic effects of 10 @zgof BCNU per
ml (the highest concentration for which direct comparison
was possible): in our view, this represents a highly signifi
cant difference. Thus, although the order of magnitude of
difference in response of cycling and noncycling cells is
somewhat less in the BSS system, nevertheless, we feel that
basically the same conclusion is inescapable from considera
tion of either serum-containing or serum-free systems:
noncycling cells are significantly more sensitive to the
effects of BCNU. Furthermore, we disagree strongly with
the suggestion by Hahn et al. (10) that drug exposure takes
place in BSS rather than in serum-containing medium in
view of (a) the likelihood of biochemical stress arising from

maintenance of cells in non-nutritive, serum-free medium
(i.e., BSS may potentiate drug cytotoxic effects) and (b) the
questionable relevance of drug administration under nonbi
ological conditions, in contrast to the serum-containing en
vironment encountered in vivo.
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Fig. I. Effect of CCNU on cell morphology and colony growth of CHO cells surviving the effects of the drug. Cells from an exponentially growing
culture were plated and treated with CCNU for 2 hr. after which the drug was removed and the plates were incubated for 7 days prior to fixation and
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